
Distance MN class and program discussion:  
When it comes to our consortium arrangement (Distance MN Consortium) in servicing students 

a) What works and what doesn’t, and b) Where are the challenges 
 

What works and what doesn’t work 
• - - Lack of notification of returning students (Returning student letters) 
• - - Lack of scanning acceptance letters (all need to be scanned) 
 
Where are the challenges  
• - - Business calculations for online courses only 
• - - Split AP 1 & 2 to be 8 weeks 
• - - Where do success coaches take off and where do advisors begin 
• - - Forcing students to take online courses through Northwest Tech and other online colleges are 

causing confusion for students in how to pay, not conducive to students needs 
• - - Creating codependency on other colleges to offer courses 
• - - Forcing students to take online MATH course through NTC-B because it counts for financial 

aid (MATH Foundations) 
• - - Distance Site – Books – can there be a one sheet guide for all books. Site doesn’t seem to be 

user-friendly 
• - - Forcing students to take online courses through Northwest Tech and other online colleges are 

causing confusion for students in how to pay, not conducive to students needs 
• - - Students are not receiving help from Bookstore when ordering online books 
• - - Why are residential students able to have books shipped to the Bookstore for free?  
• - - Unsure of what Distance Advisors duties are regarding overrides but we must be careful when 

allowing them to do overrides 
• - - Unsure regarding success coaches and giving out access codes 
• - - Is there a Grid that shows Course Equivalency list? Is the Business AS grid up to date? 
• - - Admissions:  Are Distance reviewing transcripts and determining what courses are 

waived/transfer evaluations? In the work flow? Scanning into the work flow? 
• - - Admissions: Some students are sending transcripts right to the DMN office. Are they getting 

into the work flow properly and timely? When are they scanning in? 
• - - What is Distance MN? Is it the 3 colleges? The 3 colleges and BSU? Heard about doing 

admissions for other colleges… Who is Distance MN? 
• Distance MN is not doing very well in the Chat responses (EGF/TRF Admission/Advisors should 

be monitoring the chat) 
• - - Problem with some colleges and universities not accepting some online courses from NTC-

Bemidji i.e. A&PI/II from NTC-B 
• - - Inconsistencies have been ongoing with Distance MN processes  
 
Follow up will be on a separate meeting than the Student Services meeting. Mary will send out an 
invite. 
 
Wednesday, November 8, 2017 Session Notes: 
*Items are starred if they were brought up at the previous meeting. 
 
Clarification: This meeting is occurring as a result of a request from the scheduling team (Brian and 
other DMN partners), Teresa Theisen’s retirement, and changes of personnel. We also have some things 



that may be outdated and need to determine what is needed. They are doing more activities for us and 
other institutions… 
 
How can we work better together? Challenges? 

 Correspondence comes back from Distance MN and confuses the student. 
 

 Every so often we have a Blueprint meeting and identify this is what they do. Nobody 
understands what they really do – where do success coaches intersect with advising. No clear 
definition of what they really do on a day-to-day basis. Giving out access codes… Returning 
student letters and emailed to Kelsy? Not sure if getting all of them… Follow-up Lisa to connect 
with Carla Johannson. 
 

 Concern: Difference in how process admissions and ask for transfer evals, place in ImageNow, 
don’t put all things in that we do (App, acceptance letters) retaining things in CRM and not sure 
where they are with the process.* 
 

 Concern: Acceptance letters scanned into ImageNow? They need to print and scan them. A lot 
of their stuff is automated into ImageNow. Acceptance letters not automated into ImageNow. 
Update: Now ALL acceptance letters are being scanned in ImageNow as of November 1st. What 
about student applications? They have always scanned in – use the linking system.*  

 

 Concern: OCHS having a hard time locating those documents in that process. 
 

 Concern: Access code forms not being scanned. Also, they are not scanning everything in 
Imagenow.*  
 

 Where are the transcripts going? Do they go to Pat or do they send them to their office. 
Sometime to Pat and sometimes to Pat. Concern: Waiving the assessment for extended period 
and incorporating MCA and SAT scores. Are they using the new policy?* 
 

 Concern: Not sure if they understand or know the waiver part and the transfer and where they 
are placed at? Equal to college algebra and where they sit as far as the Accuplacer. They don’t 
seem to understand.* 

 

 Concern: Not looking at an NCTC transcript to see if they need to assess or not.*  
 

 Concern: Print an NCTC transcript (Shawnette and Melissa perhaps have ISRS rights). Only can 
see academic records or DARS if listed as advisor.  
 

 Concern: Hesitation to do overrides. Alex doesn’t want them to override. Don’t understand 
Distance MN Role. Can we get somebody assigned to just our college who would know and 
understand our policies and procedures? Nicole did a lot and new a lot about our college 
processes and procedures.  
 

 Concern: Still can’t see what college the course is from. Does our IT staff control that? 
 



 Concern: Book icons? Like last year… 78-85% adoptions are complete. Can we have the book 
links up there when registration opens? Supposed to be Nov. 1st but not all are in.* 
 

 Concern: Whenever they send for a transfer evaluation, they let our staff know and then it is in 
our workflow. Assuming they get some of the transcripts over there. What is their process? Is it 
consistent?* 
 

 Concern: Confusing for the student – online student taking one class here and asking a lot of 
DMN ?s do they need to get their online advisor helping them?  
 

 Concern: Advisors on campus, the TRF campus, are assigned the online major students. It is the 
nature of the beast that we need to assign an on campus advisor along with DMN advisor so 
they may see the student’s information. 
 

 Concern: Small issue – sending lists of online advisees to them. Are people doing anything with 
that list? The lists are those who are admitted but not enrolled – should we be doing outreach 
with them? 
 

 Concern: An SUPV major student was only taken 3 credits from us and thought was going to 
graduate from us after a discussion with someone from DMN office. Some other issues of 
applicability arise and do we make them resident credits? 
 

 Concern: Bookstore – was involved in the online bookstore but there have been problems with 
getting books identified and there have been issues in getting the information updated on line. 
Some may have been resolved by now with new model.* 
 

 Advantage: Making services more seamless, but still have issues with 3 online courses from 3 
different colleges means 3 bills, $11.95 and so and so in fees to get 3 books and then the 
students can’t charge against aid. Problem… Overwhelming as a staff member and how to 
explain to the student? Better than we used to be… Find it draining… For online students it 
shouldn’t be that confusing. Doing no service – If I’m taking 5 classes at NCTC and one online, 
why not ship to our bookstore? Why can’t be listed dually? On one of the two campuses why 
pay to have shipped to home? 
 

 Concern: Business students have to take some courses through other colleges to graduate. 
Online business majors are forced to take online courses. Is this still true?* 
 

 Concern: Principles of Management - Listed in spring semester but not offered on campus. Is 
this a problem for students to graduate? 
 

 Concern: Stats on Monday evening 4-9 pm is only option other than online. 
 

 Concern: Rotating common course outline is out of date. (AA out of date). 
 

 Concern:  What is Distance MN sending the students? – are we able to see what 
correspondence is being sent through Oracle (Instance Web Portal) or Right Now 
correspondence? 



 

 Concern:  Confusion on how we are to communicate with online students. 
 

  Concern:  Without having the Right Now correspondence, we do not know who helped the 
student or what was told. 
 

 Note:  Some advisors are not very technical or knowledgeable about the online services and it 
would be appreciated if Distance MN would take on those technical pieces. 
 

 Advantage:  No one is here on the weekends when distance students have concerns questions 
(we need to find a point to reach everyone) 
 

 Concern:  Distant MN is controlling the chat feature and they provide phone numbers for 
students to call campus versus conversing in the chat box when they do not know the answer.  If 
they do not know the answer, they should indicate that in the chat (turnover is no excuse for 
not knowing the answers because the students need answers). 
 

 Strong suit:  Pre-enrollment outreach to prospects. 
 

 Suggestion:  Processes need to be standardized across the board in how we do things 
(Admissions, contact, docs scanned, etc.) 
 

 Concern:  What would be the outcome if we were to take things back (away from Distance MN)?  
Unsure of how many things Distance MN handles from day to day (roles need to be clarified) 
 

 Note:  Distance Advisors have attended Advisor training at TRF and at other times. Need to 
continue that process. 
 

 Concern:  Should we send Pat’s acceptance letters to them as templates so Admissions process 
would be on the same page?* 

 
  


